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To: USF St. Petersburg Faculty

From: CFC planning group: Bob Dardenne, Deb Henry, Mike Killenberg, Nancy McIntosh

November 1, 1994

Below is a schedule of the topics that will be presented at the Thursday, November 10 lunch meeting (11:30-1:30), with the times and presenters. Remember that this is an idea-starter session only, which accounts for the short time allotted to each topic. We've made the schedule into work sheets so that any ideas or questions that you have about the suggestions can be captured to be shared with the rest of the faculty on December 2 or in conversation between now and then.

Most of us have been through exercises like this before, and some no doubt wonder whether it's a worthwhile investment of time, since we know that many factors beyond our control will influence what occurs. None of us, probably, feels that the plan that we devise will be implemented as we write or wish it. On the other hand, it's true that things keep happening, and the things that are on the table and fairly well-developed ideas are the ones that will be first in line for resources for which they are appropriate.

In the rapidly changing environment of universities and other types of organizations, those who are most effective have thought through a vision for their institutions that is flexible but not directionless. If we have a shared notion of what we hope for USF St. Petersburg, then we will be ready to seize opportunity. Implementation may not be as rapid or even in the order of events that we prefer, but we can use the synergy we create and the direction we identify to help us make the most of every opportunity, and in some cases to create opportunity.

For these reasons, as well as because the campus needs your contribution, we hope that you will participate in the planning process.

Ethics 11:45 Peter French

Aging Studies 11:50 Donna Cohen
International Business 11:55 Jim Fellows

Environmental Studies 12:00 John Althausen

Math/Science 12:05

Urban Studies 12:10 Jay Sokolovsky

International Studies 12:15 Harry Schaleman

Writing 12:20 Herb Karl

MSW 12:25 Carol Moore
Human Services  12:30  Carol Moore

Occupational Therapy/ Rehab Therapy  12:35  Bill Heller

News and Electronic Information  12:40  Mike Killenberg

Criminal Justice  12:45  Tom Mieczkowski

Psychology  12:50  Joy Clingman, Robert Fowler

Early Childhood  12:55  Steve Micklo
Geography 1:00  Harry Schaleman

Fifth Year Accounting 1:05  Jim Fellows

Library 1:10  Lanny Greaves